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Introduction
LINVISIBILE is the lead manufacturer of interior
flush to wall doors 100% made in Italy, with 30 years
of experience delivering to our clientele products
and services of exclusive design and elevated quality.
service from support in the projecting phase to the
installation on site; providing our customers all that’s
necessary to create unique spaces, thanks to our wide
experience in developing highly customized products
of extraordinary design and materials.
Due to LINVISIBILE’s international mindset and
experience, we have been honored to take part of
some of the most exclusive developments in diverse
areas of the globe. In this document, we are proud
to showcase one of these endeavors and show you
a token of what we are able to deliver.
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Description
Project: Private house
Location: Cesenatico, Italy
Architect: Profili Associati
Schedule: 2010

Essentiality, the mimicry and the light are the absolute
protagonists of Profilo Associati Studio’s project, in the
realization of this splendid home, located on the Darsena in Cesenatico. An environment that is told through
the elegance of white, which exalts the geometries of
the interiors and the beauty of the furnishings - with a
little retro taste - where the doors are in uniformity with
the walls, revealing themselves with grace and harmony.
Linvisibile doors integrate perfectly into the ambiance,
they become wall or door as needed. A motorized Concealed Sliding door (with an also perfectly concealed
command plaque), a Filo 10 Vertical Pivot door and
other Hinged doors become a masterpiece of mimicry,
and recall, with their fluid and perfect movements, those
of the sea that is observed from the house’s panorama.

Furnishing
specifications
For this project, LINVISIBILE provided approximately
10 highly tailored doors, in a variety of typologies,
finishes and dimensions.
In addition to furnishing our doors, LINVISIBILE
supporting
our clients in the design phase, transportation
and installation.

Products furnished:
BREZZA | Filo 10 Vertical Pivot door
ALBA | Hinged doors
MAREA | Concealed sliding door
Finishes: as wall
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Product
descriptions
BREZZA | Filo 10 Vertical Pivot door
Made with a 10 cm thick panel - as thick as the wall Linvisibile Vertical Pivot door Filo 10 is the first door
totally flush with the wall on both sides. Available with
or without stop, thanks to a sophisticated system of
concealed pivots, the door can rotate itself up to 360
opening degrees, obtaining a very exciting effect of
movement.
Filo 10 is an evolution of the Vertical Pivot door, can be
made in all dimensions and with all coverings, meaning
it adapts to all settings, and can be perfectly invisible
thanks to total continuity between door and wall.
ALBA | Hinged doors
Linvisibile’s hinged system is our exclusive patented door,
which is completely flush with the wall and reinterprets
the traditional hinged opening; available in pull and
push opening models. It’s distinguished by the use of
concealed hinges and the absence of doorframes or
jambs to achieve seamless continuity between wall and
door. It can be painted in the same finishing as the walls,
becoming almost invisible.
Or the door structure can be left visible, with only the
panel forming part of the design continuum and the
panel finishing. The system also can be coated with
almost any type of material (metal, stone, leather) to
create special atmospheres, in a tasteful way. There
are lacquered (glossy or matt) and wooden versions
offered as well.

MAREA | Concealed Sliding door
Linvisibile Concealed Sliding door is the first flush-towall sliding door. An exclusive patented system that
offers an innovative and elegant solution to the classic
sliding doors.
Available in motorized version with opening driven by a
low-voltage motor and flush-to-wall push-button panel,
or in manual version with flush fitting handle system.
It can be coated with almost any type of material (metal,
stone, leather) to create special atmospheres, in a tasteful
way. There are lacquered (glossy or matt) and wooden
versions offered as well.
Two cams cause the door to move; these cams allow
moving the panel completely flush with the wall (when
closing) and slide it inside the wall (when opening).
The door operates by sliding along a panel supporting
carriage rail, all this mounted within an aluminium casing.
Opening can be automatic, by pressing a button that
is also flush with the wall, or manual, by a flush fitting
handle.
For more information please contact press@linvisibile.it
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Design and manufacture of
interior doors and closure
systems and spaces coating

FSC® certified products
available on request

LINVISIBILE products can contribute
to meet the building construction LEED®
rating system requirements
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